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1. Introduction
1.1 What is the purpose of this course?
This course is designed to outline the digital mapping tools and spatial information used for
BNH management activities in northern Australia. The use of spatial (map) information to
map, monitor, assess and report is key to informing strategic fire management planning and
response operations; to maximise long term environmental and economic benefits, and to
minimise detrimental impacts. During the course you will learn about some basic concepts
underpinning the use of map data for fire management planning as well as develop some
practical skills to help operationalise your fire management plans.
Opportunities will be provided through the workshops to apply these concepts in order to
embed their application in your own practice. This includes:





using map information throughout the fire mapping year,
the type of map information you might use,
accessing map information and interpreting it, and
creation and management of map information, and using it in the field.

This booklet (and the course) is divided into two main sections. Section 1 will provide an
overview of tools and data. Section 2 will include some practical exercises in using web
based map information for planning and reporting, as well as some GPS-based exercises.
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1.2 What will you learn?
This course will begin with an overview of how map data is used throughout the fire year
from planning and implementing strategic burning plans to responding to wild fires and
reporting on the outcomes of a fire management year.
We will then learn about some basic ideas and lingo used when talking about map data. For
example:




What is GIS?
What is spatial data?
What types of spatial data are available?

Understanding these basic terms and concepts will help you talk with other people using
map data and increase your capacity to use map data for managing fire.
A key factor in mapping and monitoring fire is the use of satellite imagery. There are many
different satellites used to monitor the earth; a couple of them provide key information for
fire management. Understanding the different features of these satellites and the
information they provide is important for their effective use. We will learn for example how
active ‘hotspots’ show us the location of active fires and can be used for near ‘real-time’
monitoring. Burnt area maps, also derived from satellite imagery, show us what has already
burnt, and are important for planning and reporting.
There is a range of tools available to access, manage and interpret map data for fire
management. Some of these tools are services provided via the internet (Web-GIS), some
are software programs you run on a computer (Desktop-GIS), and some are tools you use
for guiding your work in the field and collecting field data (GPS/Mobile GIS). This course
will:



provide an overview of the range of available software and tools used by land
managers
focus specifically on two tools commonly used for fire management - the North
Australia Fire Information website (NAFI), and BaseCamp™ software for managing
GPS data.

NAFI is the primary fire information service used by the majority of land managers across
Australia and is the legislated source of fire data that underpins savanna burning carbon
projects. During the course you will gain practical skills using NAFI for monitoring fires,
planning strategic fire plans and reporting.
Being able to work with and manage GPS data is a key skill for supporting your fire
management operations. We will conduct some basic training around the use of a GPS for
data collection and navigation as well as how to manage it using free BaseCamp™ software.
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The tools presented during this course provide a solid basis to build your skills in map data
applications for fire management. However it is important to note that this course is not
tailored to the needs of each community, and does not provide a ‘recipe’ on the best way to
conduct your operations. Every land management group uses a different combination of
tools and techniques for their work. In order to understand the diversity of approaches we
will look at some case studies of how some fire management groups use map data in their
work.

Remember: fire planning is fundamentally based on a good
knowledge of the country – the vegetation types, how they will
burn, how these factors vary through the year, and how
topography and local weather affect fire. With this knowledge, the
map information can be used effectively to help plan strategic
burning. The tools alone demonstrated in this training will not
provide you with sufficient information for your fire planning;
knowing country is always key. (For information about country and
using fire to manage country refer to the unit TETBNH302 Applying
Indigenous Fire Management Processes in North Australian
Contexts)
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1.3 Why and how do we use map data in bushfire management?
Map data is useful through the fire year, providing information about




where fires are burning,
what has already burnt, and
what burnt last year.

Below is a diagram outlining the fire year and the fire management stages that occur during
the year. During each of these activities there are specific map information tools that are
critical for informing your work.
This next section will outline

1.4 Using Map Data throughout the Fire Season

At the beginning of each year it is useful to develop a fire management plan, firstly
identifying important areas in need of protection from fire; for example, key infrastructure,
sacred sites or environmentally sensitive areas. This information may be stored on a
computer in a Geographic Information System (GIS) and/or printed in a hard copy map
form. It is then useful to look at the landscape to understand where fires might come from
and landscape features that might stop fires, for example big rivers or roads. This
information may also be on a map or viewed on an air-photo or satellite image. Google
Earth, for example, can help to identify both valuable areas and natural fire barriers in the
landscape. You should also look at where fires occurred in recent years, as this will help you
understand where there might be more or less fuel lying about. The North Australian Fire
Information website (NAFI) can provide you with information about this.
This information combined with local knowledge makes it possible to map out where
country is vulnerable and where it needs to be protected, and to develop a strategic burning
plan identifying where fire breaks will be located on the ground. These breaks are then put
in place in the next stage of the activities, using either aerial incendiary drops from a
helicopter, or burning from a car or even walking into country for fine scale strategic
burning. In order to share your burning plans with others, it is possible to draw your planned
breaks onto a hard-copy map or in a GIS.
4

This is the stage where you put in the fire breaks
previously planned. Known as the ‘mitigation phase’,
when in the field implementing your planned breaks, it is
important that the planning you conducted on hard copy
map or computer is uploaded to a GPS to direct your
operations. You can also use computers, tablets (I-Pads)
or smart phones to view maps of your planned burn lines and where you are travelling in
the field. Whilst in the field it can be useful to record the locations of these breaks, (which
can differ to the planned breaks due to conditions on the ground), to assess how successful
your burning operations have been. If you are using an aerial incendiary device such as a
RainDance™ machine, these can be set up to automatically collect a GPS location point
every time an incendiary is dropped. Linking information stored on a computer or GPS can
be made easier using management software such as BaseCamp™.

Throughout the dry season you will need to monitor the outcomes from your burning
program to make sure you are getting the results you require. There are a number of ways
to understand what you have burnt and where. The most common tool used in Northern
Australia Is the NAFI website, which has regularly updated maps of active fires and burnt
areas.
Active fires are shown via hotspots which are updated every few hours. Burnt area maps
show you what has already burnt, and are updated every week or so throughout the entire
year. These data are produced via a number of satellites that pass over Northern Australia
multiple times every day.
Some fire managers also use other satellite data to produce clearer pictures of where and
when burning has occurred. One such satellite commonly used is called Landsat.
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Later in the year when you are more likely to get

dangerous, hot wild fires it is important to assess what if
any intervention response is possible. To do this it is
important to be monitoring active fires via hotspots
provided by web based fire mapping services such as NAFI
to determine if and where dangerous fires might be
occurring.
You then need to view these fires with reference to all of your base information developed
during your initial planning stage around vulnerable areas, previous burning, natural breaks
and points of access. It can be very helpful at this stage to bring the mapping provided
through Web services onto your own computer and/or hard copy map to assist with this
process.

At the end of a fire year it is important to assess the
outcomes in terms of management successes and
evaluate the environmental or economic benefits and
impacts. This is particularly critical if, for example, you
are running a carbon farming project, as you will need to
be able to show the burning you have conducted and
calculate the carbon benefits before you can get paid.
Key to these assessments are maps of burnt areas throughout the year with information
about when fires occurred. Data about where strategic fire management was conducted can
also be useful in determining how successful the management burning strategies have been.
Satellite derived mapping or hotspots can also be used to follow the spread of particular
fires over time, which can be useful for understanding ignition and outcomes.
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1.5 What is GIS?
GIS (Geographic Information Systems) is a
computer-based tool enabling the viewing,
storage and querying of map-based
information – i.e. info about some portion of
the earth. A GIS stores information about
particular features of the earth as separate
map layers. This can be information about
features such as vegetation, roads, towns,
rivers, or burnt areas. Because these
features are ‘mapped’, or related to the
earth’s surface, they can be overlaid on top
of each other (as in the picture example on
the right) to display and answer questions
about their relationship to each other.

1.6 What are the types of GIS we use in bushfire management?


Web GIS: online, map-based sites such as Google Earth and Google Maps, NAFI,
FireWatch, Sentinel



Desktop GIS: software sitting on a computer. Some examples include ArcGIS, QGIS
and BaseCamp™ – there are many others. These programs are generally quite
powerful, and used for querying map layers and creating maps. Some of these
software such as QGIS and BaseCamp™ are free, others like ArcGIS require a licence.



Field GIS includes tools and programs that enable the user
to record map-based information onto a tablet or GPS whilst
out in the field. Some common examples of field software
used in BNH in Northern Australia include CyberTracker™,
PDFMaps, and ArcPad. These programs all run on a mobile
device with GPS, or location-recording, capability.

We’ll go into further detail about different types of GIS used in bushfire management in
Section 2.8
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1.7 What are the types of map information used in bushfires management?
There are a number of different types of map information that can assist with bushfire
management. These can include:

Digital topographic maps: these are
maps of the earth’s features provided by
the
government.
They
include
information about man-made features
(eg roads, airports, places), water
features (rivers, swamps, streams), and
land-based features such as vegetation
and hills.
For example, this topographic map (right)
of the Cobourg Peninsula, shows features
such as roads (red lines), rivers (blue
lines) vegetated areas (green), and places
(black circles).

Points from the field: point data
refers to specific locations on the ground.
The most common type of point
information
used
in
bushfire
management is ‘hotspots’. These points
indicate the location of an active fire, as
detected by satellites in the sky.
Point/track information can also be
recorded in the field on a GPS, and could
include the start or end points of a
burning run, or tracks recording burning
routes.
This map, from the NAFI website, shows
hotspots or active fire locations (blue points), with a topographic line map in the
background. The time of each hotspot can be determined from the accompanying legend.
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Satellite pictures showing
burnt areas: Fires are mapped
from satellite pictures to show
areas of recently burnt country.
On the NAFI website, these
areas are displayed in different
colours depending on the
month in which they occur.
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2. Introduction to GIS data
The field of mapping and GIS has its own language. Below we will go over some of the key
concepts and words you might come across when working with map data, especially in a fire
management context.

2.1 Data Types
As mentioned briefly before, map data identifies features and positions on the Earth. Within
the field of mapping/GIS there are two data types used to represent these features; vector
and raster data. The main difference between these two data types is that vector data is
presented as a point, line or area, whereas raster data is represented as a grid of pixels as
shown below.

In the context of fire management much of our field data and map data will be of a vector
type, whilst satellite imagery which is used for mapping burnt areas in a raster form.
Understanding the difference between these types of data is useful for understanding what
you can do with them.
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2.2 Vector Data
Vector data maps things on the ground as points
(distinct locations), lines and areas also known as
polygons. Polygons are line boundaries around the
perimeter of a feature.
To the right is an example of a picture of features in the
real world, and how they might be displayed as ‘vector’
map data, or lines and polygons.
 Points – Hotspots (active fire location), bore points, sacred sites
 Lines – incendiary tracks, roads, rivers
 Polygons – Burnt areas, paddock boundaries, vegetation

Central to the use of vector data is the fact that each point, line or polygon has a table of
information linked to it describing things about it.
In the example to the right there are:
Hotspot points, each point is linked
to a table with information about
what satellite it came from and when
the point was detected.
A burnt area polygon describing the
area burnt, when it was mapped and
an estimate of how hot (severe) the
fire was.
A tenure polygon with information
about a piece of land.
An incendiary track or line recorded
from a helicopter with information
about when the flight was conducted
and who was dropping the incendiaries.
Accessing such attribute information can be very useful for planning your field operation. It
can also be important to collect attributes when recording locations in the field so others
can see the field information collected about a place. CyberTracker™ is a useful tool for
collecting this attribute data in the field.
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Attribute data can also be accessed via
web map services such as NAFI. In this
example from NAFI the hotspots
contain
attribute
information
associated with each point (hotspot)
about the date and time it was
recorded, source (where the data
came from) and which satellite
recorded the hotspot.
Just as there are different types of
vector data (points, lines, polygons), so
too can vector data be stored in a
number of different formats.
Common types of vector data include:
 GPX (GPS Exchange format) is a file type associated with GPS’, used
for collecting data in the field. It is a format allowing GPS data
(waypoints, routes and tracks) to be opened by different GPS devices
and software. This allows for easy sharing of data without the need
for file format conversion. We will go over GPS and field data
collection later in the course.
 KML (Keyhole Markup Language) is the file type used to display
geographic/location data in web-based mapping applications such as
Google Earth.
 SHP (shapefile) is one of the most common vector file types, and can be
opened in many GIS programs.
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2.3 Raster Data
Raster data represents the earth’s surface as a
grid of cells (also called pixels). Each pixel is the
same size, and each one represents a location.
Each pixel has a number value that represents
some characteristic of that region. The satellite
imagery from which fires are mapped is one
example of raster data. With satellite imagery,
each pixel has a number value representing the
amount of reflected sunlight captured by the
satellite sensor.
The image below shows a region of the Arnhem Land escarpment. When we zoom in we can
see the actual pixels making up that image. This is very similar to the way a digital camera or
a phone stores photos.

It is common to display vector and raster data together. For example you may have a GPS
point you gathered in the field (Vector) and you display them over satellite imagery on
Google earth (Raster). Each data type can support our planning work in different ways.
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2.4 Coordinate systems
A coordinate system is a system of recording a location on the earth’s surface – every
location can be identified by a unique set of numbers. The two most commonly used
coordinate systems you will come across are the Geographic Coordinate System that uses
latitude and longitude to mark points on the earth, and the Universal Transverse Mercator
(UTM) system that uses Eastings and Northings.
The Geographic Coordinate System draws parallel straight lines running east-west from the
top to the bottom of the earth called lines of latitude (LAT). These lines are measured in the
number degrees they are from the equator. Lines around the earth (radiating out from the
north and south poles) are called lines of longitude (LON). These lines are measured in the
number of degrees they are from an imaginary line called the prime meridian. The image
below shows this system.

Image reproduced from Wikipedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Latitude_and_Longitude_of_the_Earth.svg)

The UTM system divides the world
into grid zones, and position is
indicated by an easting and northing
position within one of these grid cells
Each of these systems has advantages
and disadvantages.
The UTM coordinate system relies on
the metre unit of measure, which
incorporates the simplicity of the decimal system and its easy-to-comprehend units of ten.
On the other hand, the LAT/LON coordinate system relies on the degree, minute, and
second unit of measure, which incorporates the angular system and its cumbersome units of
60. However the UTM system is cumbersome when working across grid zones. In northern
Australia which covers a large area of country (and crosses many grid zones), we generally
work in a geographic (latitude and longitude) system. However, when working across small
landscapes, it can be useful to work in UTM system. The most important thing is understand
how your system works.
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2.5 Satellite Imagery
Pictures (raster images) of the earth’s surface captured from satellites orbiting the earth are
a vital tool for mapping and monitoring fires. The image below, from the MODIS satellite,
shows smoke coming from many fires in the Top End of the NT in July 2015.
http://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/thumbnails/image/australia.a2015194.0435.250m.jpg

These Earth Resource satellites are
specifically designed to measure aspects of
the earth’s surface using on-board ‘sensors’
(cameras). These satellites orbit/circle the
Earth in a known and consistent way so they
pass over the same spot on the earth’s
surface
at
regular
intervals.
There are many Earth resource satellites,
each with different sensor and orbit characteristics. It is important when using information
derived from these satellites to understand the type of information each provides and how
it can be used. The satellites cannot always ‘see’ fires, so understanding their limitations is
key to their effective use.
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The following explanation will focus on the two satellites most commonly used in fire
mapping and monitoring across northern Australia. They are the Landsat and MODIS earth
resource satellites.

2.6 Key terms in satellite data.
Key to understanding satellite data are their spatial and temporal characteristics.
 Spatial (space) in the context of satellite data refers to the size of the image. This is
described in terms of resolution and extent.
 Spatial resolution refers to the on-ground size of a pixel in a satellite image.
 Spatial extent refers to the on-ground width of a satellite image overpass.
 Temporal (time) refers to how long a satellite has been capturing imagery (extent)
and how frequently it captures imagery (resolution). The temporal frequency is also
referred to as the revisit frequency.

Spatial Resolution
The graphic to the right shows the on-ground
resolution or pixel size of three earth resource
satellites (1) MODIS with each pixel 250x250
metres, Landsat 28x28 metres and the Sentinel 2
satellite with a 10 x 10 metre resolution.
The on-ground resolution has significant
implications for a satellite’s ability to accurately
map on-ground fire activity.
For example, the graphic below shows an aerial
incendiary run near Nitmiluk National Park from
the 10th May 2015. On the 28m Landsat image
(left) the incendiary line very clearly appears in red. Importantly what is also clear is where
there are holes/breaks in the burn line that fires could creep through. None of this is clear
on the 250m resolution MODIS imagery.
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It is clear from the example above that Landsat imagery provides the most detail for
mapping burnt areas from satellite. However there are two primary limiting factors for using
Landsat imagery for daily fire monitoring. First is its relatively small spatial extent, and
second it’s low temporal resolution.

Spatial Extent
Every Landsat orbit (overpass) captures imagery along a 185km-wide path. This means that
to capture satellite pictures for all of north Australia, many orbits and hundreds of images
would be required.

In contrast a MODIS
satellite
overpass
captures imagery over
a 2000 km-wide path.
This means that MODIS
can map all of northern
Australia
in
two
overpasses or images.
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Temporal Resolution (Revisit frequency)
The other key factor is revisit frequency, or the amount of
time between when a satellite captures an image. With
MODIS, because the spatial extent is greater, it requires
fewer orbits of the earth, thus it’s overpass return
frequency is higher. This higher temporal resolution means
that the MODIS satellite will pass over the same place every
day whilst Landsat takes 16 days before revisiting the same
location.
Furthermore, the MODIS sensor (camera) is actually on
board two satellite platforms, one named Aqua and one
named Terra. This results in a MODIS sensor imaging the
same place on the earth’s surface up to twice a day. This very high temporal resolution is
critical for mapping, monitoring active fires and responding quickly to emergency situations.
Due to these attributes MODIS satellites are currently the basis for most global and
continental scale fire mapping. As well as providing the data for mapping burnt areas, they
also provide hotspot data depicting active fires.
In addition to MODIS, there are a number of other satellite sensors that contribute to
collecting hotspot data. This reduces the amount of time for the collection of hotspot data
down to a few hours. However, the accuracy of hotspot locations varies between satellites.
The table below summaries the major characteristics of the main earth resource satellites
used in fire management.

Satellite
Sensor

Resolution:
Burn area
mapping

Resolution:
Hotspots

Extent

Return
interval

Sensor
history

AVHRR

1.1km

1.1km

2399km

14x/day

1979

MODIS

250m

1km

2330km

2x/day

2003

LANDSAT

28m

n/a

184km

16 days

1972

Sentinel 2

10m

n/a

290km

10 days

2015

Google Earth

2.5 – 15m

n/a

----------

2 years?

2000?
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Which Satellite to use for what?
There are a range of satellites used in fire management. Surprisingly, all the data commonly
used is provided freely by the satellite operators, which in most cases is the U.S.
government (NASA), and is available on line to download.
AVHRR - This satellite sensor has been around for more than 35 years. So, whilst its spatial
resolution is very low, the fact that it has imagery going back over many decades is very
useful for developing background information about the histories of fires in a landscape.
Using this satellite we can compare fires now to what they looked like many years ago and
see if there have been any changes.
MODIS – The MODIS satellites provide much higher spatial resolution data than the AVHRR
sensors and have been used for the last 12 years for both mapping fires across northern
Australia and providing hotspot information. However these satellites are getting old and
may need replacing soon. The most likely contender for replacing MODIS is the VIIRS (Visible
Infrared Imaging Radiometer suite) sensor which has a similar spatial resolution.
Landsat – Landsat is a series of Satellites that have been operational for over 40 years
providing the most comprehensive historic data set of the earth’s surface. The current
Landsat satellite is called Landsat 8. Landsat is easy to access and provides a relatively
simple way to see and/or map burnt areas in high resolution. As we saw earlier, Landsat can
be very useful to access the outcome of your aerial incendiary burns.
Sentinel 2 – Is a very new satellite launched recently by the European Space Agency (ESA).
Sentinel 2 data should become freely accessible some time in 2016. It’s high spatial and
temporal resolution will make it a great extra tool for high resolution burnt area mapping.
Google Earth – Provides satellite imagery from a number of sensors. Due to the high
resolution of Google Earth imagery it is often used as a tool to visualise landscapes and
infrastructure. It is also often used as a base for overlaying other spatial data such as
hotspots or burnt area mapping. However you must remember that hotspot data only
shows the approximate location of a fire and may be hundreds of metres out, so comparing
this data to high resolution Google Earth imagery can be deceiving.
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2.7 What’s the difference between hotspots and burnt area mapping?
Hotspot Data
Hotspots are produced from
thermal (heat) sensors on a
number of different satellites.
They are usually accurate to
within 1km of their actual
location. Due to the way the
heat image is converted into
hot spot points, one large fire
could show up as many
hotspots or a number of
smaller fires could appear as
one
hotspot.
Sometimes
smaller fires do not produce a
hotspot and other times
hotspots may appear where
there are no fires. Cloud cover also affects the satellites ability to capture hotspots. So,
hotspots are often a useful guide, but do not always tell the whole truth.

Burnt area maps
Burnt area maps use a satellite image, and
identify (classify) only the areas that have
been burnt. The example to the right
shows a burnt area (fire scar) in red on a
Landsat image and the same burnt area
mapped, with burnt shown as black and
not burnt shown as white.
The advantage of burnt area maps is that you can calculate area burnt and other
information. By adding multiple burnt area maps together over a year you can calculate the
total area burnt. By adding multiple yearly burnt area maps togather you can calculate the
fire frequency for a particular landscape. By
having a lot of mapping for different times of
year you can also see what burns when.
Many of these derived fire history maps, such
as the one to the right showing how may
times an area has been burnt since the year
2000, are available via the NAFI website.
Remember the potential frequency and
detail of burnt area maps are
determined by the characteristics of the
satellite sensor being used.
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Burnt area visualisation
Sometimes you may just wish to have a quick look at the progress
of a fire without needing someone to map them first. There are a
number of ways you can access satellite imagery directly and
produce quick look images. One way is through a service such as
Landsat Live that displays the latest Landsat data. You can also
download a full image for viewing in free desktop GIS software
such as SAGA GIS. This can be useful if you want to view the latest
MODIS imagery showing daily fire scars, or quickly view your aerial
burning to assess outcomes. For example the Landsat imagery on
the top right gives a detailed picture of the burnt area but it is a
few days old. Also note the smoke coming from the western edge
of the fire scar indicating it is still active. To see the most up-todate burnt area extent you can directly access MODIS imagery. In
this bottom right example we can see the fire has continued to
burn a much larger area.

The trouble with cloud
Cloud cover prevents satellite sensors from capturing
information on the ground and is a constant issue for
providing comprehensive burnt area and hotspot
coverage. Fortunately in Northern Australia during the
dry season when most fires occur, we often get cloud
free days. Issues related to cloud cover are more
common early and later in the dry season during build up
and build down times. Fortunately the high frequency of
MODIS images and other hotspot sensors means that
they are good at capturing data during gaps in the cloud.
Unfortunately, if your area of interest on a Landsat image
is covered by cloud, you will need to wait another 16 days before you can get another,
hopefully cloud-free, image.
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Will satellite images get better in the future?
The number and type of earth resource satellites
available for use by fire managers is constantly changing
as old satellites die and new ones are launched. However
there will always be a trade-off between the spatial
resolution, spatial extent and the revisit frequency. Some
satellites will be designed to capture high resolution
‘regional’ data infrequently and others will be ‘continental
scale’, designed to capture large lower spatial resolution
data frequently. Some satellites might be slightly better
than others however they will still fall into these two
‘regional’ and ‘continental’ scale categories. In the case
of the regional scale satellites, the Sentinel 2 sensor
promises to increase both the spatial and revisit
(temporal)
resolution,
enhancing
Landsat-scale
applications. On the other hand the demise of the MODIS
satellites could see a slight decrease in the spatial and
revisit (temporal) resolution fire data at this larger scale.

Source: http://blogs.esa.int/eolaunches/category/Sentinel-2/
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2.8 Software types
As previously mentioned, GIS is a computer-based tool enabling the viewing, storage and
querying of map-based information.
There are many different types of GIS; some are more suited to displaying and storing map
data, whilst others have powerful querying capabilities as well. Below we will explore some
different ways available for working with map-based information. The three main forms of
GIS platforms are Web-GIS, Desktop GIS and Field GIS.

Web GIS
Web-GIS are online map-based webpages. They provide a wide range of pre-processed map
information. The majority of these sites are free and government funded. There are a
number of web-services providing satellite derived fire information for Australia. They
include:


North Australia Fire Information: This service is the most
commonly used across northern Australia, providing both hotspot
and burnt area maps. It has been developed over the last decade to
suit the practical fire management needs of the north Australian
Savannas. A practical session on this site is outlined in
www.firenorth.org.au

section

3.



FireWatch This service is maintained by the Western Australian
government and provides a range of fire information including
hotspot data (similar to NAFI) and burnt areas maps from AVHRR
satellite sensor (1km Resolution). Fire watch provides fire data for all
of Australia and works closely with fire agencies and their emergency response to
fires. http://myfirewatch.landgate.wa.gov.au/



Sentinel This service is maintained by the federal
government and provides hotspot data for all of Australia
and some of Indonesia. http://sentinel.ga.gov.au/

Whilst very useful for fire management, the useability of these sites is of course related
to quality of your internet connection. In addition, there are a number of services
providing international active fire information, including:



http://rapidfire.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/firemaps/
https://earthdata.nasa.gov/earth-observationdata/near-real-time/firms/active-fire-data
(image right)



Google Earth is also a form of Web-GIS and provides background imagery
and the ability to display additional user data together with fire data.



Another site providing map information for fire management planning is
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the Bureau of Meteorology (BOM). BOM provides important fire weather
information including wind speed and direction for some areas and forecasts that
can help with response activities.

Desktop GIS
Desktop GIS describes software that sits on your own computer without an internet
connection. Some of these software types cost money (Commercial GIS), whilst many other
very good applications are free.
Commercial GIS software includes those programs requiring a license
and often payment. These software generally require some GIS training
but allow a much greater degree of data analysis and mapping. The
most common Desktop GIS used is ArcGIS produced by a company
called ESRI. Another common application used is MapInfo.
In addition to this form of GIS software described, there are packages
designed specifically for working with satellite imagery such as ERDAS
Imagine or ENVI. These are known as image analysis software and can
be used for mapping fires from satellite imagery.
Free GIS software has become more common and well developed in the last few years.
Importantly, free software does not require a license, and can be distributed to others,
making it much easier for anyone to access mapping and analysis capabilities outside those
available through Web-GIS services.
Some commonly used examples of free GIS are:


QGIS is quite advanced Open Source GIS software now commonly used
throughout the world. In many cases it can replace the need for
commercial software. QGIS focuses on the use of vector data for analysis
and making maps. http://www.qgis.org/en/site/



SAGA-GIS focuses on the analysis of raster data, and so is commonly
used for working with satellite imagery. With SAGA-GIS you can, for
example, visualise burnt area data from Landsat and MODIS imagery.
You can also create your own fire maps which can be very useful to develop detailed
fire information for your region beyond that which is provided by fire web services.
http://www.saga-gis.org/en/index.html



BaseCamp™ is an excellent tool for working with GPS data. It allows
you to store and manage GPS data you have collected in the field and
create new navigation tracks to upload to the GPS. We will look
further at Basecamp in section 3.3
http://www.garmin.com/en-AU/shop/downloads/basecamp



Other software useful for managing GPS data include Fugawi™ and OziExplorer.
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Field GIS
Field GIS software includes tools for helping you collect geo-located information in the field.
Commonly used field tools for fire management include CyberTracker™, PDF Maps and
ArcPad. These tools generally run on a mobile computer, smart phone or tablet with GPS
functionality.


PDF Maps is free software for Android and Apple phones that allows
you to import maps or satellite imagery for onscreen navigation. You
can also collect and attribute data in the field using this software.
PDF Maps is very robust, and allows easy sharing of data and viewing
in Google Earth or on a Desktop GIS.



CyberTracker is free software that runs on GPS devices with Windows
Mobile software, and Android phones. CyberTracker’s main function is
to capture field information, and has been use by North Australian
ranger groups for many years. Sophisticated data collection forms can be created on
a desktop computer and uploaded to a GPS device for use in the field.



ArcPad is ESRI software that works well with ArcGIS. It excels at both
form data collection and field map viewing for navigation. However it
is more difficult to use than the others mentioned above, and is not
free, requiring a valid software license to operate it.
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2.9 Collecting Field Data
Whilst most mobile devices now have an in-built GPS receiver, it
is still very common to use a specialised GPS device in the field.
The main reasons for using a dedicated GPS instead of a phone or
tablet is that they are generally more robust and built for field
conditions, the batteries last longer and can be easily replaced in
the field, and finally they are generally easier to use than GPS
apps. Mobile GPS apps such as PDF maps or CyberTracker™
however do have the advantage of being able to display custom
maps and support the setup of data collection forms. This can be very useful if collecting a
lot of information about locations in the field. Whilst the form and function are quite
different, both dedicated GPS’s and other mobile devices use the same technology for
receiving location data from satellites. The following is a brief introduction to GPS
technology and its application in the field. For this course we will be focusing on the use of a
standard dedicated GPS device.

How does a GPS work?




Developed by the US Department of Defense as a navigation system for military and
civilian use
Based on a constellation of 24 Satellites, which
orbit the Earth at a height of 17500 km and a
period of 24 hours
Act as fixed reference points from which any
point on the Earth’s surface can be measured
accurately;
o GPS receiver sends signals to GPS
satellites and it is the timing of these
signals that is used to calculate position
on the surface of the earth
o Must have unobstructed line of sight to
at least four GPS satellites

Using a GPS
Most GPS have the following menu items:
The satellite menu item will take you to a page showing the
satellite the GPS receiver is getting signal from, the signal
strength and your location when a position fix is obtained.
You can go to this page if you want to know your current
location – if, for example, you need to tell someone where you're currently
located. Location information will generally be displayed in Geographic
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coordinates, or latitude and longitude. However you can change this to Eastings and
Northings (UTM) format in the settings menu.
A track is a record of where you have been with your GPS when it has signal.
This can be used, for example, to record your aerial incendiary runs, which can
be used to show what country you burnt. Tracks of burning activity can be
useful to include in reports showing your work, and also to provide to the
people conducting the fire mapping so they know where to look. The track manager allows
you to view and save tracks of where you have been. It is important when starting a new
journey, or new part of a journey; to first save the current track then clear the track. This
means the track is saved to the GPS but and you will start a new track. This will make it
easier to manage later on.
Waypoints are location points that you can mark at
any time in the field. Most GPS have a button on the
front of the device that allows you to quickly ‘mark a
waypoint’. Waypoints can be useful for saving a
location where there is something that you want to map later
and/or let other people know about. It might the location of some
burnt infrastructure (a fence), a tree over a road, the location of a
camp, a good landing site for a helicopter, the location of a patch
of weeds etc. When you mark a waypoint it is also possible to give
it a name describing something about that point. You can also
take a hard copy paper form on which you can write the way point number and attribute
information. Software tools such as PDF-Maps and CyberTracker™ help with collecting data
in the field by allowing users to fill in on-screen attribute forms which are linked to the
waypoint location.
In section 3.3 we will look at using Base Camp software to manage your GPS waypoints and
tracks.

Garmin GPS video tutorials
Xavier Espiau, from Land & Sea IT Systems at the Northern Land Council, has produced a
number of Garmin GPS video tutorials. To view these tutorials, use the links below from the
pdf version of this manual or Google: Land Air Sea Toolbox Garmin rino.
Tutorial - Garmin Rino 650 - Overview
Tutorial - Garmin Rino 650 - Tracks Management
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3. Practical mapping tools
3.1 The NAFI website – what is it?
The NAFI website was developed in 2002 by the community of fire researchers and fire
managers involved in the Tropical Savannas Cooperative Research Centre, to facilitate
access for the general community of northern fire managers to regularly updated maps of
active fires and burnt areas. Even over this short time, the internet-based technologies and
IT systems used to access these satellite data have evolved significantly and this rate of
change is likely to continue.
NAFI data is used in day-to-day fire operations by a range of fire managers across Northern
Australia, with different uses at different stages throughout the fire year. The tools on the
site have been grouped into tabs according to their use. Clicking on these tabs (located
below the banner) brings up different menus on the left of your screen so you can explore
different fire management tasks.

The standard menu grouping is “View Fire Maps” as this is what most people want to do
first. By clicking on the other tabs at the top you can bring up new menus with tools that
help you:







track active fires
view maps of past patterns of burning (fire history)
download data from the NAFI site
create a printable report that analyses the fire patterns in an area you select and
displays them as tables, maps and graphs
use other tools such as a list of all the fire map layers on the site, the SavBAT
emissions calculation tool, and links to fire information.
access a menu of help information on how to use the NAFI site.

Below we will outline some of the features of the NAFI site and how these might assist with
your fire management operations.
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3.2 Using NAFI through the fire year

NAFI data, particularly burnt area fire history, is very useful for planning strategic burning
before the start of the fire season. Recent fire history can provide a guide to grassy fuel
levels, particularly where rainfall is reliable and there is limited grazing. First we will look at
burnt areas for this year and then for recent years.

Viewing Fire Maps – set your Area

Setting your Custom Area
It is possible to save a custom area so that you can
revisit the area each time you use NAFI just by
clicking on that area in ‘My Areas’.
Navigate to an area on NAFI that you want to set as a
new custom area and then click the green button
in the “My Areas” list in the menu on the left of
the NAFI site. Fill in the box that appears (like the one
below), and hit the ‘Add Area’ button. Once this has
been done, your new area will appear in the “My
Areas” list with a red button. This allows you to
delete the area.
You can also set up an alert to receive an email if
hotspots are detected within that area. This can be a
useful tool if you have infrequent but significant fires
and so do not want to monitor the NAFI site all the
time, but do want to know when a hotspot is
detected.
Go to the Log On/Email Alert menu on
the left. (It is in the View Fire Maps
tab that is open when you enter the
site.) Then click on the Manage my
areas and alerts link that appears
when you open the menu, and fill in
your details in the dialog box that
appears.
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View Fire Histories

View Fire History groups tools associated with displaying
maps of past fire scars. The menu offers four ways of viewing
patterns of past burning 1) Show fire history and 2) Show
Recent Burnt Areas 3) Past fire scar by month 4) past fire
scar by year.
Show Fire History - allows you to
view patterns of fire frequency or
time since burnt across the period 2000-present year. These maps
are useful for seeing what long term fire patterns country has had,
and what fire management it might need.
‘Years Burnt 00-15’, or Fire
Frequency,
displays
the
number of years a given area
of land was detected as being
burnt from 2000 to the present
year. The higher the number of
years burnt, the warmer the
colour. These maps can be
useful for identifying areas
susceptible to high fire
frequencies – and areas
protected from frequent fire.

‘Late Burnt 00-15’, or Late Dry
Season
Fire
Frequency,
displays the number of years a
given area of land was
detected as being burnt after
July 31, from 2000 to the
present year. These maps can
be useful for identifying areas
frequently burnt by more
intense fires.
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Last Burnt 00-15’, or Year Since
Last Burnt, displays the last
year in which a given area of
land was detected as being
burnt between 2000 and the
present year. In this case the
warmer colours indicate areas
that were last burnt more
recently. These maps can be
useful if you have areas of
country that need a certain
period free from fire.

Show Recent Burnt Areas – this allows you to see what country
has been burnt in the last one to three years. This layer is useful
for estimating grassy fuel loads, particularly in the far north
where fires occur frequently.

Past Fire Scars by Month – this allows you to see the seasonality
of fire in past years and how it may have changed, you can view
the fire scars coloured by month for years back to 2000.
The final menu under this group is Past Fire Scars by Year, which
allows you to view the fire scars for years back to 2000, with
each years’ fire displayed with a single colour.

To restore the map of current year fire scars at
this or any other stage, click “Standard Map” in
the top right of the NAFI screen.
Using the satellite image background and the
slider bar to fade the fire scars can also be useful.
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NAFI provides a number of tools to help assess strategic burning and monitor fires that may
need some intervention.

Tracking Fires
This menu tab contains tools that can be used to get more information on the behaviour of
an active fire.

By clicking on one of the layers in
the Show Recent Burnt Areas menu
you can display the most recent one
to three years of fire scars, which in
the far north can be a good guide to
grassy fuel levels. (Note this menu is
also available under the View Fire
History tab, because it is also useful
at the planning stage). In the above
example, if the fire (shown by blue hotspots), spreads in a north or west direction, it is likely
to be pulled up in areas (shown here in orange) that burnt last year.

View Fire Histories
Check Fire Spread - This menu item has two useful tools for checking how rapidly and in
what direction a fire is spreading as well as where it may have started.
The ‘Get hotspot times’ tool
displays in a table the times at
which all hotspots in an area
you select were detected by
satellite. This table can be
useful for finding out more
about how a fire is spreading
and where it may have started
from. This tool can be used on
recent hotspots as well as
those from past months and years.
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The Animate hotspots tool
creates a mini-movie of the
spread of a particular fire by
animating the hotspots based
on their time of detection. This
can give an idea of how a fire is
spreading, but care should be
taken
interpreting
these
animations given that the
satellites may not have
detected all hotpots in a fire.
This tool is for hotspots up to a
week old.

The location of the earliest detected hotspot may not be where the fire
started. The actual early stages of a fire may have been too cool to be
detected by satellites or may have occurred on days where detection was
hampered by cloud cover
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At the end of the year it can be useful to access fire data and evaluate the burning that
occurred throughout the year; the impacts, the management successes and failures. This
may be required for formal reporting, or simply to help with your understanding of fire on
your country, to inform improved management in coming years.
NAFI has a number of tools available to assist with evaluation and reporting.

Downloading Fire Data

It can be useful to display the NAFI fire
maps alongside your own map data, (eg.
locations of tracks, fence-lines, or
significant areas), for planning or
reporting on your fire management. One
way to do this is to download the NAFI
maps into a mapping program like
Google Earth, QGIS or ArcGIS. With these
programs you can then upload your own
map data. The NAFI site offers a few different ways to download data under the Download
Data tab.
Data as image or shapefile allows you to download the NAFI fire scar map data by month,
or fire history maps for all of northern Australia as either a geo-referenced image (a geo-tiff)
or as a shapefile. This allows you to view this information in your own GIS, together with any
of your own map data.
Data as .kml file allows you to download
the NAFI fire data as kml files which can
then be displayed in Google Earth. You
will need to have the free Google Earth
viewer
installed
–
go
to
https://www.google.com/earth/
Further details on viewing NAFI data in
Google Earth are available in the next
section.
Data from map is useful if you want to
just download the fire data from your
area of interest, rather than for the
whole of north Australia. Use this menu
to download some types of NAFI fire
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data as shapefiles from just the displayed map area.

Viewing NAFI data in Google Earth
Viewing NAFI data with the Google Earth satellite image as a backdrop can be useful at any
stage in the fire season. Some groups do their fire planning in Google Earth, others store all
their fire lines here.
The following fire data can be downloaded from NAFI for viewing in Google Earth.




the most recent hotspot and firescar data
past years fire scar data, and
fire history patterns

Click on the link and a dialog box
similar to the one on the right will
appear. The link in blue downloads
the relevant kml file (in this case
‘recent hotspots and fire scars’.
Once this has downloaded, double
click on the kml file in windows
explorer (right) and it will be
displayed in ‘Temporary Places’ on
Google Earth.
If you save these layers to ‘My Places’ (by right clicking on the layer name and selecting
‘Save to My Places’),these
files will automatically
update your map viewer
with the latest data from
the NAFI website, so you
do not need to continually
download them.
Google Earth Pro allows for
the import of a variety of
GIS vector data (point, line
polygon) types, as well as
GPS downloads. In this way
you can view your own
map data (fence lines,
previous burning tracks,
significant sites etc) together with the fire data for your area.
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Creating a Fire Report
You can create reports via the NAFI site that produce tables and graphs summarising fire
history patterns in an area. This information can be useful for reporting on the years’ fire
activity. For example, you can create a table containing the amount burnt in your area each
month (in km² and percentage), for each year back to 2000. The results are presented as
Portable Document Format (PDF).

Selecting fire reports on NAFI will take you to another linked website called the NRM Infonet
site. It can be accessed independently at www.infonet.org.au. This site also provides NRM
information for areas of land in the NT. For this purpose we will be looking at the fire
reports, which can be generated for all of northern Australia.
To generate a report, you must first select the area which you want to profile. When you
enter the reporting (Infonet) site, the area you were looking at on NAFI will be already
selected as shown by the pink boundary.
You can select a different area for your report by clicking on the drop-down menu displaying
“from linked area” and clicking “select” to disable the current selection. Then either:


Click on the “Draw Boundary” button to draw your own area with the cursor on the
map viewer (so you can select any area you want)



Click on the drop-down menu again and select a pre-set area (useful for consistent
reporting)

OR

Fire History Reports
You can choose from three date ranges for your fire history report: 2000 – 2014 (the entire
range); 2000-2009 (the earliest 10 year period) and 2005-2014 (the most recent 10 year
period). Comparing fire history reports from the different ten year periods allows you to see
how fire histories in an area have changed over time, and to gauge fire management
progress.
Fire history reports for your selected area feature a detailed profile of recent fire history
including fire frequency, frequency of area burnt late in the year, and the time since an area
was last burnt. Climate profiles are also included in the fire history report.
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Fire frequency reports can be
useful to i) identify areas that
are subject to either very
frequent fires or very few fires,
and ii) measure progress in
changing or maintaining fire
frequencies in those areas.
Late Fire Frequency is the
same as the fire frequency
report above, but shows only
the frequency of fires in the
late dry season (occurring
after July 31) affecting your
area of interest.
Year Last Burnt report shows
the years in which various
parts of your selected area
was last burnt. Again it shows
this information as a table, a
map and a graph. In frequently
burnt country the time since
last burnt report will show
most areas have been burnt in
recent years.
Fire Scar by Year Report provides a table showing the area burnt (km² and %) in each
month, for each
requested year as chosen
from a list, with each year
since 2000 available.
Unburnt areas are also
included in the report
table, and you can select
multiple years in your
report for comparison.
The results are displayed
as a table (eg right), and
are based on measuring
the area of the relevant
fire scars.
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As well as a table, the report
graphs the monthly distribution
of fire for each year as shown
below:
By creating a report on a group
of recent years and comparing
them to a report on a group of
earlier years, you can see if the
seasonal pattern of fire in your
selected area has been
changing.

NAFI - More Tools
There are some additional useful tools available under the ‘More Tools menu on NAFI. Some
of them are outlined below.

Measure Distance & Area allows you to measure the
distance between two points on the map in km using
the cursor. You can also measure the area within a boundary drawn by the
cursor in km². The results are displayed in a dialog box like the one above.

SavBAT
SavBAT stands for Savanna Burning Abatement tool. It’s a tool that
allows you to calculate the emissions abated (halted) from an area
using the Savanna Burning Methodology. The tool draws on pre-loaded
NAFI fire scar data for the relevant year and baseline, and then
calculates the emissions abated. The user must:




upload a vegetation map or a simple boundary for your project area
specify the project name
specify details such as the year you want an emissions abatement estimate for, the
baseline used, the start date for the Late Dry Season and the Global Warming
Potentials of the greenhouse gases emitted

SavBAT allows you to calculate the emissions abated in two ways, by producing:
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1. an official offsets report for a Project once you have uploaded a validated vegetation
map of your area - in other words, a map of the vegetation that has been checked
with survey data to make sure it is accurate.
2. a hypothetical abatement estimate for an area under different fire management
patterns, once you have uploaded either a validated or un-validated vegetation fuel
types map or a boundary of your area.
Additional NAFI Resources
More information about the NAFI website can be found at the following links




http://www.firenorth.org.au/nafi3/views/help/faq.pdf
http://www.firemanager.org.au/find?search_api_views_fulltext=Nafi
http://www.firenorth.org.au/nafi3/views/help/Help_video.html

NAFI Fire Mapping Processes
NAFI mapping is undertaken using a combination of both automated and manual processes.
Using MODIS imagery (250m pixels), two (cloud-free if possible) image dates are selected,
generally about a week apart. A computer program creates polygons grouping the image
into similar regions based changes between the image dates.
The rest of the process is largely manual, with the NAFI mapper visually identifying burnt
areas based on shape, pattern and context, with the help of additional data such as hotspots
and fire lines. Polygons that have been visually identified as containing burnt areas are
selected and copied into a final burnt area map for upload to the NAFI website.
The image on the left below is a combination of two MODIS images from different dates,
with areas burnt between dates showing up as red. You can also see on this image areas of
similar colour are surrounded by a polygon line. On the right image the polygons just
covering fire have been manually selected out. This becomes the burnt area map that is
uploaded to NAFI.
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3.3 GPS – Basecamp™ practical
During this exercise we will go and collect some way-points and tracks using a GPS and
download them onto Basecamp.
GPS Set-Up
There are a number of steps:
1.

Turn on your GPS and have a look to see if it has any tracks or way points stored. If it
does, then we will need to delete them.
Using the track manager:

Image source: https://garminmontanagpsr.wikispaces.com

Waypoint manager:

2.

Go outside and look at the satellite menu - wait until you have a location
fix. Check to see what coordinate system your GPS is using?

3.

Now go for a walk and collect some points!

Basecamp ™
Basecamp is excellent software to help you organise your GPS
data into folders and lists. Data you collect in the field can be
downloaded from your GPS and stored in lists. For example in the
Library window I have created a folder for Fire related field data,
and another for Weeds related field data. Within these I have
created a List for years when the work was done. The list is what
we will download our GPS data into.
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To create new folders and lists simply right
click on the “My Collection” folder.
1. Create some new folders and lists
related to your work.
2. Connect your GPS to your computer.
When you do this the GPS device will
appear with a folder called ‘Internal
Storage”
Within this folder you will see all the field data stored on your GPS.
All the data will also appear in the map screen

3. You can now drag and drop any of the way points or tracks
into one of your folder – lists. In the example on the right I
am dragging the 15 march track into my 2016 fire list. This
will then keep the data stored on my computer in that list,
making it easier to access in the future.

When it is saved in the list I can right
click to give it a new name

For example I can rename it to ‘Incendiary_flight -15MAR-16’
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At any time you can view your data in Google
Earth using View>Google Earth
Nb: Make sure you have Google Earth installed
and running before your try this.

Importing tracks from Google Earth
When viewing NAFI data on Google Earth, it can
be useful to draw potential flight lines for aerial
incendiary work and save them to a GPS. Once
you have manually drawn the planned burning
tracks in Google Earth (using the Add Path tool), export them
from Google Earth to Base Camp.
1. On NAFI, from the Download Data tab, select ‘past
years fire scars’ from the ‘Data as .kml file’ menu.
This will download the NAFI burnt area data into a format
you can view in Google Earth.
2. Open Google Earth, and view the NAFI burnt area data.
3. Then use the line tool in google earth to draw your flight path:
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4. Once you have finished creating your new flight
path, right click on it and “Save Place As”. This will
allow you to save it as a file to your computer.

5. Back in BaseCamp, use File>Import Into to import the
planned flightline just created in Google Earth into a base
camp list.

6. Rename the track with a new name describing what it is:

7. Once you have imported the list, drag and drop
onto your GPS.
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Garmin Basecamp™ video tutorials
Garmin base camp video tutorial links produced by Xavier Espiau (Land & Sea IT Systems) –
Northern Land council Use the links below from pdf version of this manual or Google: Land
Air Sea Toolbox BaseCamp.
Garmin BaseCamp
 Tutorial - BaseCamp - Basic
 Garmin BaseCamp - GPS Unit - Import - Export
 BaseCamp - Export GPX - Google Earth
 Garmin BaseCamp Split Track
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4. Case studies
4.1 Warddeken Rangers
Warddeken rangers operate over 13950 km² of
Arnhem Land in the Northern Territory. The area is
mostly stone and gorge country, with few
outstations and limited access.
Warddeken fire planning
involves the production of
hard copy maps featuring
downloaded NAFI data (3yr recent burns and last
year’s fire scars), together with topographic data
(roads and outstations), and their own data (project area boundary). These maps are made using
desktop GIS (QGIS) and are used as a basis for discussions with traditional owners about where to
burn in the coming season. The resulting fire plans (hand-drawn on the maps) are decided upon
based on a combination of this map data and local knowledge. The 3 year recently burnt mapping
provides an idea of fuel loads, and the topographic mapping and local knowledge assist with
identifying natural fire breaks (roads and rivers), as well as significant sites to be targeted for asset
protection.
Gellar photo
Once the plans have been made and the necessary burning permits
approved, the implementation phase generally involves NAFI data (accessed
via the website) and GPS only. Fire managers working in the IPA have had a
long association with, and therefore a detailed knowledge of country, and so are comfortable
navigating using only a GPS to carry out APB work.
A GPS is used to record the path when carrying out the burning work. This GPS track is emailed to
NAFI mappers to assist with the mapping process, and also uploaded to Google Earth as storage for
reporting purposes.
Once back in the office at
the end of the day’s
burning ‘purple star fever’
occurs, as fire managers continually monitor
the NAFI website to determine the success of
the day’s work – this is done by monitoring the
hotspots, which provide an indication of the
location of active fires.
Assessment of the success of burning
operations is done almost entirely on the NAFI
website – using a combination of NAFI hotspot
data (where active fires are located) and
weekly burnt area mapping, which has been
refined as much as possible using the burning tracks sent in to the NAFI mapper.
Warddeken fire managers carry out some fire-fighting activities towards the end
of the wildfire season. In addition to the hotspot monitoring, fire scar reports
are downloaded to determine area burnt to date, and thus need (or otherwise)
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for response activities based on effect on overall abatement. Similarly with SavBat – the estimations
tool is used to determine the likely effect of fire response activities on overall emissions for the year
ie as a pseudo cost-benefit analysis

At the end of the fire season, Warddeken fire managers download a fire scar
report from the NAFI reporting site. The area burnt totals this report produces
then go into their final reporting for the year.
The group occasionally uses QGIS throughout the year to make maps, particularly at the end of the
year for reporting.
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4.2 Kimberley Land Council Fire Abatement Rangers
Kimberley Land Council in Western Australia has five management projects operating under the
Carbon Farming Initiative. This is the approach used by Anna Pickworth when she was conducting
the KLC incendiary program between 2012 and 2015
Planning for the year’s fire management work is done largely on a desktop GIS
using ArcGIS software. The Time Since Last Burnt (downloaded from NAFI)
map, together with a map layer of vegetation communities, provide an idea of
fuel type and level. A topographic map layer is used to identify any natural barriers in the landscape.
Local knowledge is also key to this planning process.
When implementing the mitigation burning, an ArcGIS project on a laptop is
taken in the helicopter, together with a GPS device. This project includes the
year’s fire plans, all fire years as layers (these are used as a surrogate for fuel
levels/and an indication of what is likely to burn) and the vegetation data. Having this information to
hand whilst undertaking the burning work allows for real-time response and amendments to the fire
plans according to what is seen from the air
The Raindance™ machine waypoints and track are used as a record of flightlines, and a GPS track is
taken as a backup for this data. Each evening after the burning operations, data management is
done, downloading and backup these flightlines each day
During the course of the burning period, NAFI hotspots are continually checked
to assess how well the planned burns have ‘taken. Weekly downloads of the
current fire scar mapping also help determine the effectiveness of the burning,
and the need (if any) to revisit to plug any holes in fire breaks.
As part of the assessment
process, the fire manager
identifies ‘weak points’ in
the landscape – places where a wildfire may
breach a fire break. This is done at the end of
the implementation period, and the weak
points are mapped as lines in a GIS. These weak
points are uploaded to NAFI (see image right)
and made available to all staff in the
organisation as a GIS layer. When monitoring
wildfires in the operational area these weak
points are watched closely to determine is any
response activity is required.

At the end of the
year the fire scar reports are used for
final reporting, to work out the total
area burnt early and late.
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5. Fire Spread simulation
azsa

5.1 Introduction
The way in which a fire moves through country can be very
complex and hard to predict. How fire spread is based on
how much fuel is available, how dry the fuel is and current
weather conditions.
Most fires in northern Australia are grass fires; the amount
of fuel available is a function of what type of grass is on
the ground, and the amount of time since it was last burnt.
And season/rainfall amount?
Using data from NAFI which shows when an areas was last
burnt combined with available grass vegetation maps we
can estimate how much fuel there is in a landsacape. Using
these data along with other spatial information about the
terrain a simulation game or model has been created to
allow us to ‘play’ with and explore how fire might spread
through the landscape. The primary purpose of these
models is to show how a range of variables effect fire
spread when conducting fire management burns early in
the dry season and how these fuel reduction fires are likely
to affect the spread of late season wild fires. The models
are not attempting to predict fire spread but rather
provide a useful teaching and planning tool when thinking
about fire management operations in Northern Australia.
For this training the models will be displayed as projection
onto sand that we can mould to fit the terrain.
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5.2 How to run the model
The simulation has been developed in NetLogo, free open source modelling software.
https://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/.
To run netlogo either download and install it, or find the NetLogo 5.2.1.exe on the files
provided with this training, and double click to run.
Once you have NetLogo running you will need to load (File>Load) one of the fire spread
models provided with the training. To start playing with the fire spread:
1. Click the setup button to load all the base data.
2. Press the Drop incendiaries button then draw fire
lines on the landscape using the mouse cursor
3. Press go to start burning.
4. After a fire has burnt you can reset the model using
the Clear button
5. You can also just reset the day count using the reset
day button.
To alter the spread of fire in the landscape you can change the variables
1) Fire Danger, 2) Wind Speed and 3) Wind Direction. These parameters
are described further below.

It is also possible to 1) turn on and offthe automatic wind variability
and 2) adjust the time of day to mimic the temperature changes that
occur, eg. cooler night conditions, that influence fire spread.
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5.3 How the Model works
Fire Danger
In this model the fire danger variable simulates the combined effects of
curing, temperature and humidity on fire spread and ignition
likelihood.
In this model:
 1-3 is Low
 4-5 is Medium
 6-7 is High
 8 is Very High
 9-10 is Extreme
Source: www.wairoadc.govt.nz/wairoa/index.htm

Wind
Wind speed is usually included in these models given that wind plays a significant role in fire
spread.
Grass
In the north Australian tropical savannas fire usually spreads through
the grass layer. We have two common types of spinifex, (sometimes
called hummock grass), and long grass, (sometimes called tussock
grass).
These two types of grasses grow differently, and this in turn affects
the fires. Tussock grasses tend to grow back quickly after fire reaching
a maximum grass fuel load in only a few years. Hummock grasses take
longer to grow back but, if not burnt for a long time, can produce a
large highly flammable fuel load. When assessing how a fire will
spread it is helpful to understand the time since an area was last burnt
and the type of grass fuel there is
In the model there is a map that shows the time since last burnt and
grass type. Use this map to help determine where you should drop
incendaries.

Topographic wetness
Different parts of the landscape will remain wet for longer than others.
In the model this is represented as a topographic wetness layer. Viewing
this layer might help determine where a fire will pulled up.
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Optional variables
Variable-wind: Randomly changes wind speed setting.
Time of Day: Breaks the model cycles into night and day time. At night
the fire danger value is decreased by 2, simulating cooler night time
conditions. Many aerial burning operations are conducted with the
hope that night time conditions will extinguish the fire.
Additional interaction
Month Burnt: Uses the previous years’ (2014) burnt area data from
NAFI to allocate areas of the model as recently burnt. Select a
month and click ‘view’, and all burnt areas up to and including that
month will be displayed. This can be useful for assessing the previous years’ fires.
Fire Break: Allows the drawing of burnt areas (Firebreaks) in the landscape,
using the mouse (with mouse button activated).
Lightning: Ignites a random patch in the landscape.
Viewing alternative base data sets
Using the view button it is possible to view a range of base datasets:
 Hill Shade – shows a shaded topographic relief layer of the
landscape
 Grass – shows the grass layer vegetation data
 YSLB- shows the Year since last burnt data
 YSLB+VEG – Shows the tussock grass layer over the year
since last burnt data.
 Wetness – shows the Topographic wetness index layer.
 DEM – displays the digital elevation data.
 Landsat – displays a Landsat scene mosaic from May 2015.
 Burnt 2014 – Displays all the data burnt in 2014.

Using the model think about:


How can you burn a good fire break considering.
o Where in the landscape
o What time of year (fire danger)
o What sort of break would we require to protect a particular site?




How good are my fire breaks
o What happens there is a late dry season lightning strike?
What might happen if someone doesn’t be careful with their fires late in the dry
season?



How difficult it can be to predict what a fire will do.
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